**ADDITIONAL**
- No hats, do-rags, or hoods may be worn in the building.
- ID badges must be on/visible at all times.

**TOPS/SHIRTS**
- Shirts must be polo style & must be a solid school color:
  - Purple
  - Gray
  - Black
  - White
- Shirts must be solid color with sleeves (short sleeve or long sleeves) and at least waist-length
- Approved Northside HS Spirit Shirts are acceptable.

**BOTTOMS/PANTS**
- Bottoms/pants must be one of the following:
  - Blue Jean
  - Black Jean
  - Khaki Pants
- Shorts, skirts, tights and leggings are not allowed.
- No rips, holes, or sagging pants

**OUTERWEAR**
- Jackets are permitted.
- Hoodies are only permitted if they are a Northside HS Spirit/Athletic Hoodie.
- NHS letterman jackets are allowed to be worn.

**SHOES**
- No open-toed or backless shoes
- No slides, house-shoes, or flip-flops, slippers
- Crocs must have a back strap
RECOMMENDED SCHOOL SUPPLIES LIST

2023-2024

ONE 3-RING BINDER
LOOSE-LEAF PAPER
BLUE OR BLACK PENS
STICKY NOTES

SPIRAL NOTEBOOK(S) or JOURNALS
#2 PENCILS (WOODEN OR MECHANICAL)
HIGHLIGHTERS

BACKPACK
LISTA DE ÚTILES ESCOLARES RECOMENDADOS
2023-2024

- CARPETA DE ANILLAS
- PAPEL
- BOLIGRAFOS
- NOTAS
- ESPIRAL
- CUADERNO(S) o REVISTAS
- #2 LÁPICES (DE MADERA O MECÁNICO)
- RESALTADORES
- MOCHILLA